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Abstract

The effects of pretreatment of iron catalyst for carbon nanotube (CNT) growth was
studied. CNTs were grown on Fe/A120 3 (1/10 nm) thin-film catalyst deposited on silicon
substrates via exposure to C2H4 in a thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) furnace.
During CVD, the sample was exposed to a carrier gas (Argon) for the 35-minute
temperature ramp, and 15-minute anneal, then to a mix of carrier gas and ethylene for a
15-minute growth stage. Experiments were performed varying the amount of oxygen
contaminant in the carrier gas, and the time of hydrogen introduction. Samples were
characterized via atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It was found that the later hydrogen was
introduced, the higher the catalyst density and the taller the CNT carpet. The catalyst
efficiency was also shown to increase with later hydrogen introduction. No clear trend
was observed between the amount of oxygen in the carrier gas and the height of CNT
growth. Data points to the model of catalyst coarsening being crucial to the nucleation
and growth of CNTs and the parameters of CNTs grown. Variations in trends are
discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are thin sheets of rolled graphene with high electronic

and thermal conductivity and five times the strength of steel. Exact values depend on

dimensions and chirality, and can vary widely with different growth parameters or

methods. Such properties have long-since led to large amount of research. Aluminum and

copper were previously used as interconnects, but at small scales, their resistivity is too

high and limits devices.' Now, as the size of electrical devices is shrinking to a dimension

approaching 45 nanometers, standard copper interconnects are projected to fail.2 A

replacement material is needed, and CNTs have been pinpointed as a possible new

material for interconnects. CNTs are also being considered for use in sensors, field

emission displays and transistors.

Currently, CNTs are not widely used in industry, largely because the growth

mechanism is still unknown. Without this information, it is difficult to understand which

growth processes will create nanotubes with the desired properties. Much research is

underway to attempt a solution to this problem. Our study examines CNTs grown on an

iron catalyst on an insulating substrate via thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

This allows us to easily examine the height and properties of CNT carpet growth. Here

we compare the growth achieved with the morphology of the catalyst when a reducing

gas is introduced at various times in the growth process. From this data, we hypothesize

the optimal conditions for CNT growth and catalyst efficiency.



Chapter 2

Background Theory

2.1 Carbon Nanotubes: Properties

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered in 1991 by Iijima.3 They are defined

as thin sheets of rolled graphene, and are based on a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms.

CNTs can grow in many different ways, and exhibit extremely different properties. The

diameter of a CNT has a large impact on its properties, and can vary up to 100 nm.

CNTs have excellent thermal conductivity, and are thermally stable.

Mechanically, CNTs are extremely strong.

CNTs can be multi-walled (MWCNTs) or single-walled (SWCNTs). MWNTs are

a series of concentric rolled graphene sheets, exhibiting the band width of a semimetal,

whereas SWNTs exhibit the electrical properties of a semiconductor or a metal, making

them more versatile for different applications.

~ ~~Tm · 1 i
t•igure 1. CNAI Schematic.



The chirality, or asymmetry of CNTs also has a large effect on their properties.

Generally, when the sum or chiral vectors is a factor of three, the nanotube will exhibit

metallic properties, otherwise it will perform as a semiconductor.5

Ability to align CNTs is important for their eventual use in the semiconductor

industry. Currently, much growth on substrates leads to spaghetti-like clusters of CNTs

with no apparent ordering. Dense, vertically aligned carpets of nanotubes are wanted for

electronics applications; therefore achieving such carpets is an important parameter in

CNT research.

2.2 CNT Growth Mechanism

While the growth mechanism for CNTs is yet unknown, a model has been

proposed. In this model, according to Hofmann et al, there are four stages to CNT

growth. The first is the adsorption of a carbon-carrying gas precursor molecule onto the

catalyst, followed by the dissociation of said precursor. Next, the growth species diffuses

into the catalyst. Finally, nucleation occurs and carbon begins to incorporate itself into

the growing nanotube structure. When ethylene is used as a carbon source in a chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) system, the third step, diffusion into the catalyst, is often the

rate-limiting part of CNT growth. This is due to the fact that ethylene decomposition

produces amorphous carbon, which tends to block the catalyst from being available to

react with the precursors of a CNT.6 Dissociation of precursor molecules can also be rate-

limiting, but we attempt to solve that problem by preheating the gasses in a three-zone

furnace before reaching the sample.
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Figure 2. Growth cycle of CNTs.6 A diagram of the proposed growth mechanism of
carbon nanotubes

CNT growth can happen in two different modes, depending on the

catalyst/substrate system used. Tip growth, when new carbon atoms join the top of the

growing CNT, has been shown to occur with certain catalysts, such as nickel. When an

iron catalyst is used, the result is usually base growth, where new carbon atoms add to the

nanotube at the base of the catalyst. Our catalyst/substrate system leads to base growth.

2.3 Growth Methods

Many methods are used for growing CNTs. Plasma enhanced CVD, thermal

CVD, laser ablation, and arc discharge are some of the available methods. In this study,

thermal CVD was used.

Thermal CVD has many benefits over other methods. Arc discharge and laser

ablation do not allow for as much control over growth as CVD methods, and do not grow

CNTs on a substrate. Plasma enhanced CVD leads to successfully controlled growth, but



is known to generate radicals that can etch away thinner nanotubes, leaving only thick,

multi-walled tubes.7

In thermal CVD, the gasses are heated, causing them to decompose. The three-

zone furnace used in this study allows for heating and decomposition to occur well before

reaching the substrate. Thermal CVD allows CNTs to grow in-place, which makes it a

suitable technique for semiconductor applications.

Figure 3. Furnace Setup. Digital Image of the furnace setup, with the furnace open,
cooling for use.

2.4 Effect of Hydrogen as a Reducing Agent

Hydrogen, oxygen or water are often used as reducing or oxidizing agents in CVD

growth of nanotubes. Water is only introduced in parts per million via gas contamination

and recombination between oxygen and hydrogen. The addition of hydrogen as a

reducing agent to the mix of gasses in a CVD furnace has been shown to effect the

resulting CNT growth. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that hydrogen reduces

the catalyst to its metallic iron state. If the catalyst is in this state, coarsening can occur at

high temperatures. 8 However, if the catalyst is still oxidized, coarsening will not occur at



the growth temperature. Theoretically, the longer the catalyst is exposed to hydrogen, the

coarser the catalyst particles will be. This theory is confirmed in this study via AFM

morphology data.

t= 0Qhr t = 0,6 h. t= 24 hr 371

Figure 4. Coarsening. Demonstration of the coarsening of tin over a 24-hour period.
Iron shows similar results. 9

Optimized coarsening leads to the improved growth of nanotubes. With a

coarsened catalyst, higher, more uniform carpets are shown to appear. The growth rate

and catalyst efficiency are also shown to increase rapidly when coarsening occurs. Data

shows that CNT diameter is proportional to catalyst size. Catalyst size is a direct result of

coarsening, which is affected by hydrogen introduction. The morphology of the catalyst

is therefore shown to impact the growth of nanotubes.

2.5 Methods of Characterization

CNT carpets may be characterized using a variety of methods. Given their

nanometer scale, electron microscopy is especially useful. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) can be used to determine the height, orientation, and relative density of a CNT

carpet. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is useful for measuring the number of

walls a CNT has, the inner and outer diameter of those walls. It is also useful to

i rnm



characterize the catalyst used to grow CNTs. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can give

an indication of catalyst morphology, specifically the size, height, and density of catalyst

particles formed during the anneal. XPS is useful in determining the oxidation state of the

catalyst, however as this is usually performed ex-situ, it must be noted that the catalyst

could have changed state. Together, this information can give a clear picture of carbon

nanotubes, catalyst morphology, and, potentially, the oxidation state of the catalyst. A

collection of this data can help to explain the growth mechanism of CNTs.



Chapter 3

Experimental Methods

3.1 Sample Preparation

Our study began with a 6-inch (100) silicon wafer (p-type 1-10 cm, Silicon Quest

International). This was cleaned in a piranha solution (3:1 H2SO 4:H20 2). Then 10 nm of

A120 3 and 1.2 nm of iron were deposited via e-beam evaporation without breaking

vacuum. Deposition was done using a Temescal VES-2550 and an FDC-8000 film-

deposition controller. Rutherford backscattering showed that the alumina had a high

oxygen content rather than being stoichiometric. For CVD experiments, approximately

0.5 cm by 0.5 cm samples were cut from this wafer. Samples with only alumina deposited

were also made, to be used as a reference in our AFM studies.

3.2 CVD Furnace Setup

A three-zone CVD furnace (Lindberg/Blue, model 59744-A) was used for all

growth experiments. Each zone is nine inches long and had an individual thermocouple.

A 2.25-diameter quartz tube was placed in the furnace and insulated at both ends. Tube

length varied, but was roughly 100 cm long, allowing for samples to be removed from the

furnace for rapid cooling before being exposed to air.

One end of the quartz tube was connected to gas canisters via mass flow

controllers. This study utilizes three different purity grades of argon, as well as ethylene

and hydrogen. The other end of the quartz tube was connected to a water bubbler in a

fume hood.



Carrier gases:
Argon
Helium

Reducing gas
Hydrogen

Hydrocarbon gases
Ethylene
Acetylene
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Figure 5. Furnace setup. The arrangement of a 3-zone thermal CVD furnace with gasses
for CNT growth.

Samples were loaded in the furnace zone farthest from the start of gas flow,

allowing gases to be preheated before reaching the sample. All samples were held on a

15-degree inclined quartz ramp in order to correct for nonuniformity of gas kinetics often

observed in CVD systems. All gasses used were above 99.5% purity (research grade)

unless specifically stated.

3.3 Gas Flows for Growth

Each experiment began with a 20-minute purge of the furnace with 600 standard

cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) of argon, in order to evacuate any contaminants

from the system. The furnace typically started with each thermocouple reading

approximately 20'C. The temperatures were then increased to 755°C in the two zones

farthest from the gas sources. The first zone remained unheated. This ramp period

continued to have a gas flow of 600 sccm of argon, and lasted for 35 minutes. This was

followed by a 15-minute anneal, still in only argon. Then, 150 sccm of ethylene was

introduced into the system, beginning the growth phase of the cycle, which also lasted for

15 minutes.

Tc hood
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400 sccm of hydrogen was introduced at various points during the growth cycle in

order to test the effect of the introduction of a reducing agent on CNT carpet growth.

Once hydrogen was added to the system, the argon flow rate was decreased to 200 sccm,

so that the total flow rate for hydrogen and argon was maintained at 600 sccm. At the end

of the growth phase, the furnace was shut down, but the sample remained inside for a

slow cooling process. The furnace was opened at 650'C, and fans were used to cool the

furnace once it reached 450'C. All cooling took place under argon flow.

C2H4
T [C1

Figure 6. Growth parameters. The growth cycle examined in this study, consisting of a
35-minute ramp, 15 minutes of annealing at growth temperature, and 15 minutes of
growth.

3.4 Gas Flows for AFM Series

As previous studies attempting to remove CNT carpets from the catalyst and then

perform AFM characterization had failed due to sticking of the tip in residual growth, it

was necessary to simulate growth in order to visualize the evolution of catalyst

morphology versus time of hydrogen introduction. It has previously been shown that



ethylene dissociates into approximately 2/3 hydrogen, as well as other carbon-containing

molecules.' 0 Therefore, to simulate growth, 100 sccm of hydrogen was introduced rather

than 150 sccm of ethylene at the beginning of the growth stage for the experiments in this

study. All other parameters remained the same. Rather than cooling slowly in the furnace,

these samples were subjected to a fast-cool process outside the furnace to freeze catalyst,

but still under argon. For this study, samples without catalyst films were also inspected as

a reference for height.

3.5 Test ofArgon Contaminants

It was hypothesized that the oxygen contaminant level in the carrier gas might be

responsible for the change in CNT carpet height. In order to validate this theory,

experiments were performed varying the grade of argon used as a carrier gas. Grades

used were: high purity argon (parts per billion oxygen contaminant), argon contaminated

with 100 ppm of oxygen, and standard research grade (ppm oxygen contamination)

argon.

3.6 Characterization

SEM analysis was done on growth samples and samples prepared to test the effect

of oxygen contamination in argon. A high resolution JEOL 6320 was used in this

characterization. Height, density, and alignment data was considered. TEM was

performed on selected images in order to determine how many walls, average inner and

outer diameter, growth rate, and areal density. Samples that were not exposed to ethylene

were characterized via AFM (Digital Instruments Nanoscope IIIa / Dimension 3000



SPM), and the evolution of their morphology versus time of hydrogen introduction was

studied.



Chapter 4

Results

4.1 SEM Results For CNT Growth

Scanning electron microscopy was utilized to inspect the results of introducing

hydrogen at different times during the growth cycle. It was found that when hydrogen

was introduced at the beginning of the cycle, a uniform carpet of fairly dense 0.5 mm

CNTs was grown. This carpet exhibited vertical orientation, but CNTs weren't perfectly

aligned.

When hydrogen was introduced during the ramp or the early part of the anneal,

little or no growth was observed. When growth was observed, it usually appeared only on

the very edge of the substrate. Growth was very low and CNTs were entangled.

When hydrogen was introduced at the end of the anneal, or any time during the

growth phase, a CNT carpet was achieved again. It appears that the later hydrogen

introduction took place, the better CNT carpet was grown. The best results were observed

when hydrogen was introduced ten minutes after the start of growth, when a 1 mm dense,

well aligned CNT carpet was found.

iF 
ure 
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Following this trend, it might be expected that introducing no hydrogen would

lead to the best growth results, however when this was tried, the results were poor. There

was little growth fur the standard 15-minute growth time, although a carpet was achieved

when the growth time was increased to 45 minutes. This implies that the introduction of

hydrogen, or possible another reducing agent, for at least a few minutes is crucial to the

growth of carbon nanotubes in this system.

4.2 TEM Results For CNT Growth

TEM characterization was performed for representative samples during selected

points in the growth cycle. It was found that later hydrogen introduction led to longer

CNT length, smaller diameter, fewer number of walls, and larger areal density of CNTs.

Introduction of hydrogen ten minutes after the start of growth gave the best results, with

0.9 mm tall carpets with a 7.4 nm average diameter, having on average 3 walls and an

areal density of 4.9x 10' CNTs/cm2 . While these statistics are good, the areal density is

an order of magnitude lower than the best available CNT density, reported by Fujitsu in

November 2006.11



H2 introduced H2 introduced
simultaneously 10 minutes

with C2H4  after C2H4 introduction

-0.6mm CNT Length -0.9mm

9.8 ± 1.8 nm CNT Diameter 7.4 ± 1.0 nm

4.7 ± 1.0 Number of Walls 3.0 ± 0.9

2.6 x 1010 cm-2  CNT Areal Density 4.9 x 1010 cm2

-60nm CNT Spacing -45nm

AO r10 -2 - .. 10 -2O.4o x 0U uM Clatalyst uensity 1.0 x U CI

Table 1. TEM Results
From A. J. Hart (top image is hydrogen introduction at start of growth, bottom image is
hydrogen introduction 10 minutes after the start of growth)

4.3 AFM Characterization of Iron Catalyst

AFM characterization of as-is samples with iron catalyst showed an extremely flat

surface. As seen in figure 7, when the sample was only exposed to argon, no change in

morphology was observed. However, when hydrogen was introduced at the beginning of

the experiment, small, closely-packed catalyst dots were seen. When hydrogen

introduction occurred at 400'C, the catalyst particles were much larger, and there were

barely any particles present. This is concurrent with previous work.12 When hydrogen

was introduced ten minutes before the start of growth, there were more smaller particles,

although the density wasn't as high as when hydrogen was introduced at the start of the

experiment. Introducing hydrogen at various points during the growth stage show

smaller, closely packed catalyst particles. Height data shows that the height of catalyst

particles increases with time of hydrogen exposure, indicating that coarsening is strongly

affecting the catalyst morphology.



ate

Figure 8. AFM Results. AFM data for samples taken at intervals along the growth study.
Note coarsening effect of longer hydrogen exposure.
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Figure 9. Height of Catalyst Versus Exposure to Hydrogen. Coarsening shown in this
diagram. Hydrogen from start (65 minutes of exposure) requires further explanation.

Images of alumina-only samples showed no change in surface morphology

throughout the cycle (Fig. 10). This contradicts previously reported data.13 Also, images



taken in the center and at the edges of samples showed no visible difference in

morphology, in contrast with previous studies in this area.14

Alumina sample, H2 at Alumina sample, H2 at
start (AFM by M Seita) 400 C

Figure 10. AFM of alumina-only samples. This shows that changes in morphology are
due to changes in the catalyst, not the alumina layer.

4.4 SEM Characterization of Argon-purity Study

SEM analysis of CNT carpet height was performed on samples using three grades

of argon purity. In the sample where hydrogen was introduced at the beginning of the

ramp, low-oxygen or standard argon gave a carpet of approximately 0.5 mm, while no

growth was achieved with high-oxygen argon. When hydrogen was introduced when the

furnace reached 400C, all argon types failed to produce a carpet. In the case of hydrogen

introduction ten minutes before the start of growth, all three argon types produced a

carpet on the order of 0.4 mm, and when hydrogen was introduced at the start of growth,

the carpet was roughly 0.5 mm for all samples. These results only show a difference

when hydrogen is introduced at the beginning of the experiment, which is also the data

point that clashes with the coarsening trend.



Sample Visual inspection SEM height (pm)
Low 02, H2 @ start Carpet - 550

Standard 02, H2 @ start Uniform carpet - 450

High 02, H2 @ start Growth in spots and edges -100

Low 02, H2 @ 400 C Growth around edges - 50

Standard 02, H2 @ 400 C No visible thickness < 10

High 0 2, H2 @ 400 C Very little growth in spots & edges - 60

Low 02, H2 @ -10 min Carpet - 400

Standard 02, H2 @ -10 min Almost uniform carpet & clusters - 330

High 02, H2 @ -10 min Carpet - 500

Low 02, H2 @ 0 Carpet - 500

Standard 02, H2 @ 0 Uniform carpet - 450

High 02, H2 @ 0 Carpet - 565

Table 2. Argon Test Results.
height.

Variations in argon purity and their effect on CNT carpet



Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Best Growth Conditions (Hydrogen at +10 minutes)

Scanning electron microscopy shows the best CNT growth occurs when hydrogen

is introduced at the end of the growth phase. CNTs are the highest, densest, and most

vertically aligned. Earlier hydrogen introduction is also shown to produce vertically

aligned CNTs (VACNTs) of hundreds of microns, but on closer inspection, the CNTs are

less defined and less dense. Hydrogen introduction at the start of the experiment is the

only point which is contrary to this trend. At this point, growth is very high and only

slightly less dense and well-aligned than the best results. It is also shown that growth rate

is greatly heightened by later hydrogen introduction, assuming growth without hydrogen

introduction as a reference.

Data extrapolated from transmission electron microscopy shows that later

hydrogen introduction leads to smaller, more dense nanotubes. Assuming the nanotube

size scales with the catalyst particle size, this is consistent with the idea that longer

presence of reducing agents leads to coarsening. The later hydrogen is introduced, the

less coarsening occurs, and therefore nanotubes are smaller in diameter.

When compared to catalyst data obtained via AFM, TEM data showed that later

hydrogen introduction led to improved catalyst efficiency. Catalyst efficiency was

measured as the CNT areal density divided by catalyst particle density as calculated via

TEM and AFM. This is based on the assumption that a catalyst particle produces one

CNT. The maximum efficiency obtained, 60%, is quite good for thin-film catalysts,



almost as good as results obtained with nanoparticle catalysts. 15 ,16 An explanation for this

is attempted.

5.2 Catalyst Morphology Determined via AFM

As could be expected, catalyst coarsening is shown to generally increase with

time of exposure to the reducing agent. However, there are a few notable exceptions

which must be considered. The first is that when hydrogen is introduced at or after the

start of growth, there is only a small increase in catalyst height. Before that point, catalyst

dot height is shown to increase fairly rapidly with time of hydrogen introduction. A

model is proposed of why this trend is not more linear.

The model also attempts to answer the question of why the experiment with

hydrogen introduced at the beginning of the experiment is less coarse, rather than

following the trend and being the highest, as exposure to hydrogen was the longest by

several minutes. This point is puzzling, as this experiment has so far failed to follow

other trends as well.

5.3 Oxidation States of Iron

The iron catalyst is known to have up to 16 oxidation states. 17 We assume our

catalyst to be oxidized before the start of our experiments, as they have been exposed to

air for over one year. It has been shown that at low temperatures, Fe20 3 and Fe30 4 are the

most stable oxide, and therefore the one formed most commonly.18 However, at 570'C,

FeO becomes a stable oxide as well.19 Chemically, this is significant because FeO is

much more difficult to reduce than Fe20 3. As this temperature occurs during the growth



cycle examined here, this effect must be considered. However, as our system is

constantly exposed to oxidizing agents via contamination, we make the assumption that

our oxide remains in the Fe203 state, which is the most oxidized. Pure Fe is believed to

be the catalyst for CNT growth.

There is one other important chemical point to consider. Hydrogen is known to

begin to form water when mixed with oxygen at a temperature between 100 and 200'C.20

While hydrogen is a reducing agent for iron, water is an oxidizing agent. Bearing both of

these effects in mind, as well as growth results and catalyst morphology, a model is now

given to attempt an explanation for CNT growth behavior as related to the introduction of

hydrogen.
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below 800'C need be

5.4 Hypothesis

It has been shown 22 that at above 570'C, Fe203 reduces to first Fe30 4, then FeO,

and finally Fe. This is believed to occur almost spontaneously at temperatures as high as

our growth temperature of 755 0C. In this study, six points were examined with hydrogen

introduction at this temperature, all of which produced growth. It was noted that the less

time hydrogen was present in the system, the longer and denser the nanotubes were.

We will start comparing the two points in table 2, hydrogen introduction at the

start of growth and ten minutes after. In the first case, growth occurred on metallic iron

(Fe) that was fully reduced for 15 minutes and had no ethylene pretreatment (ethylene

flow before hydrogen introduction). When hydrogen was introduced ten minutes after the
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start of growth, the catalyst had been fully reduced for five minutes, and had been

exposed to 10 minutes of ethylene pretreatment, which may have allowed for previous

partial reduction due to decomposition into hydrogen. 10

The effect of ethylene pretreatment on Fe thin-films is unknown. However, we

attempt to show the differences in growth results in this regime as a difference in

morphology. TEM and AFM show that coarsening occurs with longer hydrogen

presence. It has been shown that carbon needs a certain amount of time for adsorption

into the catalyst, an incubation period which delays the start of growth.23' 24 This time is

proportional to the size of the catalyst particles, increasing as the diameter of the catalyst

increases.22 It is also possible, though uncertain, that the catalyst has a limited lifetime

and doesn't survive for the entire growth period. This possibility, along with the

incubation time, could explain why CNTs produced over longer growth times (of up to

15 minutes) are not as high as those produced with hydrogen-aided growth of only five

minutes. This idea is supported by TEM and TGA data, which show that introducing

hydrogen for less time dramatically increases the growth rate of CNTs.

During the ramp stage we observed lack of growth the introduction of hydrogen at

400'C, which can also be explained by a difference in morphology. At this point, we

propose that the catalyst has been reduced and coarsening for such a large amount of

time, that it becomes unsuitable for CNT growth. We are uncertain at this time whether

this is due solely to morphology effects, or if there are other parameters to take into

consideration.

Hydrogen introduction at the start has been the most difficult question to attempt

an answer for. Some sources have found that hydrogen won't exhibit any reducing effect



on iron oxides at temperatures below 400'C. 25 Others, however, state that reduction does

in fact occur at temperatures as low as 125oC, and that oxides reduced by hydrogen at

such low temperatures will produce small Fe particles, 26 which we would expect to

coarsen more as higher temperatures were achieved. However, our AFM data for this

point, doesn't fit the coarsening trend. As of now, we are unable to explain this point, but

propose that it cannot be due to morphology alone. Oxidation states may play a role in

this point.

Something else to consider is the fact that even while reduction is taking place at

the surface, oxidation is taking place simultaneously. Since we have only parts per

million of oxygen and water in the gas bottles, this effect is the most important to

consider at low temperatures, when hydrogen's reducing effect on iron oxides is low.

When hydrogen is introduced from the start, water (a weak oxidizing agent) will form at

the lowest temperature possible, when much of the oxide isn't yet reduced. This could

lead to cycling of the sample between being oxidized and reduced until a higher

temperature is reached. At higher temperature points, cycling should still occur, but may

not be as effective, as we still begin with Fe20 3, which is reduced much more easily than

it is oxidized, an effect that will be amplified at high temperatures. Also, in these

systems, cycling doesn't occur until much later in the experiment, as only oxidizing

agents are present until hydrogen is introduced. Researchers are currently very interested

in the effect of multiple redox cycles on resultant Fe22. Either of these two possible

mechanisms (oxidation state changes or cycling) could prevent the final Fe from forming

and coarsening until much later in the cycle.



5.5 Explanation of Argon Study Results

It remains very much in question why only the experiment with hydrogen

introduction from the start was influenced by the oxygen content of the argon. Following

the theory of coarsening the no-growth result achieved at start with high-impurity argon

is what we would expect with the standard argon. As this is not the case, we propose

again that morphology is not the key factor in this change. Again, we are unable to

propose a solid model at this point, but suggest it relates to either an oxidation state, or

the loss of the oxidation-reduction cycle hypothesized earlier.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

Our results show that oxygen contaminants in the carrier gas have little or no

effect on the growth of CNT carpets when varied by many orders of magnitude. This

pinpoints the effect of the reducing gas, hydrogen, as largely influencing CNT growth.

Therefore, we studied the catalyst layer being reduced.

A model is proposed in which hydrogen reduces the iron catalyst, leading to

higher coarsening. AFM morphology data, and electron microscopy data confirm this

model. AFM images of the as-is catalyst, and catalyst annealed in argon with no

hydrogen present further support this theory.

AFM data shows that the later hydrogen is introduced into the system, the higher

the catalyst density. SEM shows that late hydrogen introduction also leads to the best

growth. TEM and AFM show that this leads to high catalyst efficiency of up to 60%. This

shows that the chemistry between the catalyst and hydrogen plays an important role in the

production and properties of CNT carpets and can be altered to achieve CNTs of varying

characteristics.

The one question remaining has to do with the sample where hydrogen is

introduced at the start of the experiment. It leads to very high catalyst density and good

CNT carpet height. While this is still under investigation, it is hypothesized that this is

due to a different chemical atmosphere when reduction occurs at low temperatures. This

is probably not affecting samples where hydrogen is introduced during the ramp stage.

More work needs to be done in this area, and XPS results are suggested to help determine

the catalyst oxidation state.



Chapter 7

Future Research

In the future, we propose to further the study of hydrogen's reducing effect on the

catalyst in CNT growth. This could be studied by increasing the annealing time and again

testing the results via AFM. Also, the oxidation state of the catalyst must be determined.

This can possibly be done via in-situ XPS (we attempted ex-situ XPS and the results were

difficult to interpret). This would help to explain why our sample with hydrogen

introduced at start doesn't follow the trend, and could also explain poor growth results

when hydrogen is introduced during the ramp or early anneal stage of our growth

process.

Studies will also continue checking the effect of oxygen present in the carrier

gas, this time by using titanium getters to help remove oxygen from the system. Helium

and acetylene are also being tested as alternative carrier gasses and carbon sources. We

are also planning to test the gas output of the furnace to determine if a specific

component of ethylene decomposition causes or inhibits growth.

It was noted in our studies that the quartz tube used had a strong effect on the

quality of CNT carpet produced. Namely, using a new tube led to poor or no growth,

while the same experiment with an old tube, that was black due to carbon from previous

experiments, gave good results. It was discovered that although we purchased fused

quartz tubes, which should be amorphous, the middle section of the tube wasn't

necessarily exposed to fusing temperatures (above 2000C).2 7 This problem was



temporarily solved by being sure to always use the same tubes, but needs to be studied in

the future.
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